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The main area which Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) methodology was created for is maritime safety. Its model presents
quantitative risk estimation and takes detailed information about accident characteristics into account. Nowadays, it is
broadly used in shipping navigation around the world. It has already been shown that FSA can be widely used for the
assessment of pilotage safety. On the basis of analysis and conclusion on the FSA approach, this paper attempts to show
that the adaptation of this method to another area—risk evaluating in operating conditions of buildings—is possible and
effective. It aims at building a mathematical model based on fuzzy logic risk assessment with different habitat factors
included. The adopted approach lets us describe various situations and conditions that occur in creating and exploiting of
buildings, allowing for automatic control of the risk connected to them.
Keywords: risk, formal safety assessment, fuzzy logic, intelligent building.

1. Introduction
Nowadays the progress of technology allows us to create
autonomous, adaptive automated systems capable of making decisions in a given context. These systems cannot be
reduced to the simple concept of process, but should be
rather considered as sets of objects working together in
a specified environment to accomplish determined functions. For this reason, studying the behavior of such complex systems like agglomerations of intelligent buildings
is difficult and should be based on the analysis of the environmental conditions set and in cooperation with mathematical methods of risk control (Mikulik et al., 2005).
The safety of technical and technological structures
has been more and more often the aim of many analyses
and research works. Its importance is generally recognized and respected. It is widely known that beside many
useful goods and services, technology brings about some
hazards. They concern especially our habitat, either marine airspace or ground environment. They concern also
our security level in using such technological objects and
the security of objects themselves, because destructing the
influence of the environment on them is noticeable at every step (Mikulik and Boryczko, 2002).
A fuzzy probabilistic approach is gaining popularity in evaluating the conditions of the environment and

effects of the influence which technical objects exert on
the environment. Some useful methods of probabilistic evaluation of environment conditions have been presented and already classified based on how strongly they
rely upon probabilistic measures and probability theory or
fuzzy logic (Truemper, 2004). A global treatment method
the three sources of vagueness (randomness, fuzziness and
errors) has also been proposed and is taken into consideration in every method of risk assessment in specific environment conditions. According to this classification, the
way of evaluating of environmental conditions usually has
two aims:
• theoretical—recognition of environment components, their characteristics and spatial or temporal
changeability,
• practical—research, what kind of results we are able
to achieve from theoretical recognition, and what we
can say about environmental impact and technological influence on the environment.
It has been shown that the best way of evaluating conditions of the environment is cartographic studies
(Dragowski,
˛
2004). Nevertheless, with reference to the
above mentioned aims there is a more and more meaningful need to express detailed information about environment characteristics of technological objects (such as city,
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Fig. 1. Five-step procedure pattern loop and workflow schema in formal safety assessment.

estate, industrial plant, household, etc.) with taking into
consideration also uncertainty. It is a strong aspect of research, since there is no assessment of some conditions,
which is absolutely certain. Rather it is certain to a specific degree and only similar to the absolute truth. Hence
to satisfy these demands, methods named probabilistic assessments have been created. They are often found as best
in their class and are given the highest trust by experts in
the risk evaluation domain (Hauryłkiewicz, 2005).

2. Further motivations
Everywhere in the world there are built-up areas subjected
to effects of the environment. Natural disasters occur in
many populated territories and cause huge material losses
and casualties. Typhoons in the Far East, floods and mud
avalanches in Asia, avalanches on numerous mountain areas, earthquakes and many other factors contribute to human problems with maintaining safe buildings.
However, not only are such terrible environmental influences reasons for building destruction. Geological research and weather forecasting are often unreliable, and
even ordinary average hazard factors bring about some destructions when we are not able to prepare for them early
enough and properly (Mikulik et al., 2007).
Insurance companies, groups of risk prevention,
building companies and legislation organizations strive for
adequate methods and tools for risk assessment and control in such areas of investigation for human safety. In
order to prevent accidents and increase security standards,
there have been prepared a few methods which are helpful
in decision making under dangerous conditions (Mikulik
and Zajdel, 2008). Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) collects them and offers one, strictly formal method, gathering all the best that has been worked out up till now. This
work tries to point at a new way of making use of FSA

in human security in the form of intelligent buildings with
hazards as insignificant as possible.
There are plenty of intelligent building definitions
and their characteristics depend strongly on the professional preparation of the person who formulates the definition. There are definitions prepared by computer scientists, control engineers or economists. An intelligent
building is not only a physical object but also constitutes
a friendly environment for humans using it. It is also
friendly for natural environment surrounding it and is able
to watch either its interior or surroundings. All the procedures of the control of intelligent buildings are carried out
providing the optimization of technical and economic processes, and also maintaining the highest level of security.
Intelligent buildings are equipped with technical intelligence and each of their control and executive parts
has the same components as a typical personal computer.
Therefore, as technical intelligence we can define the ability of these buildings to collect and process data and information. For intelligent buildings most important is simplicity of functionality, which can be achieved by integrating all the technical and security subsystems.
An intelligent building can be considered as a system
composed of a natural and an artificial environment, people and technology. In such a big and complicated system
running in real time some undesirable accidents may occur. That is why the management of intelligent building
security has to have a professional nature and be based on
effective methods and approaches (Mikulik, 2008).

3. Methodology overview
Formal safety assessment is a systematic, formal and integrated assessment approach being used by insurance companies mainly for the estimation of sea navigation security. The main aim of this methodology is to improve
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the level of maritime safety connected with either life and
health security or the environment and property protection. It is most useful in making decisions using risk analysis, the estimation of costs and profits, and also creating
decision trees.
The objective of FSA is the development of a framework of safety requirements in which risks are addressed
in a comprehensive and cost-effective manner. It is possible to achieve such aims thanks to a methodology that
is based on the principles of identifying hazards, evaluating risks and cost-benefit assessment. Having been generally and formally approved to primarily verify the effectiveness of the proposed rules and regulations, the FSA
technique applies its broad principles of quantitative risk
assessment in five steps (Soares and Teixeira, 2001) as follows:
Step 1. Identification of hazards.
Step 2. Risk assessment.
Step 3. Risk control variants.
Step 4. Estimation of costs and benefits.
Step 5. Recommendations for decision makers.
Effective management of formal safety assessment emphasizes that there needs to be established a loop between
these five steps, whereby effects of changes based on decision making in Step 5 are monitored to ascertain whether
the desired level of safety can be achieved. If not, further options ought to be examined. The main loop and
workflow in FSA is presented in Fig. 1. The core process of FSA comprises five steps, so the objective can be
achieved by carrying out rational analyses during all of
them, which facilitates systematic judgment and effective
risk management (Soares and Teixeira, 2001).
As a method supporting decision making for risk
control, FSA offers a more rational approach than traditional methods, which use their patterns in the regulation by disaster way. Meanwhile, compared with other
assessment methods, this methodology is more formal,
reasonable and integrated than traditional means. FSA
can be also applied to the analysis and evaluation of both
actual hazards after the occurrence of accidents and potential events before their occurrence (Hu et al., 2007).
FSA gives the opportunity to gain as much security as
possible through the selection of the risk control variant,
which yields huge risk reduction and good financial benefits, since FSA not only judges whether and how each
means applied is helpful in gaining a higher security level
or lower pollution level, but it also estimates costs of operations. Furthermore, this methodology keeps good cognition of precautions through detailed identification who
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or what is the real cause of the risk, who will take advantage of risk control and reduction and who will bear costs
(Wang, 2001).
Since formal safety assessment has been introduced
into the ship-safety field, it has proved to be a method
widely applicable, detailed in statistical analysis and effective in assessment, featured by formal operation procedures, serial standard analysis techniques and decision
making based on cost-benefit assessment. During the last
few years, it has also been adapted to some other fields in
which risk estimation plays a significant role, such as pilotage, environment protection and public transport. In the
next section we try to show how to use FSA methodology
as a helpful tool for the creation of the arrangement and
usage plan for intelligent buildings. All five steps of FSA
with their main aspects are described in detail; however,
the risk assessment is a critical step and the core process
among other categories in the establishment of the risk
model.

4. FSA five-step adaptation
4.1. Identification of hazards. In relation to safety,
risk is the description of hazards for the analyzed subject. As a hazard we can describe a situation which causes
danger or damage to an object or the environment. Indispensable for the reduction of hazard is their identification,
which is to be done in Step 1 of formal safety assessment.
Scenarios of accidents and effects of recognized hazards
are worked out, and then they are given ranks for each scenario and each hazard. Next, the ranks are verified. There
are three more sub-steps which the current step consists
of.
4.1.1. Problem definition. The problem should be
carefully described and there should be limits characterized. The main aim is to recognize the environment and
objects, which form a basis for our discussion, as well as
possible under the imposed needs. The domain should
be analyzed either under current conditions, or possible
changes ought to be considered.
4.1.2. Hazard identification. Taking advantage of the
problem definition, the main hazards should be identified. Usually there are no known connections or relationships between dangerous factors, but the effects of specific properties are possible to estimate. Thus, recognizable reasons and accidents connected with them are specified in this step. While evaluating possible variants, the
synthesis of conceivable effects is made through appealing against experience in real events.
There are many possible ways in which the environment and objects such as buildings affect each other.
While these processes are in progress, mainly the parameters of the building, called its resource of functionality, are
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Fig. 2. Example of the FTA tree for a citizen injury event.

changing. The exhaustion of the functionality resource of
the building is thus caused by the energy flow between
the object and the environment. Our task in this step is to
describe these possible ways of mutual influence.
How important it is to find all probable sources of
hazards is seen in the hypothesis that in a building, which
is a technological object changing with time, the speed of
the change measured with appropriate characteristics of
the object depends on the energy needed to activate the
reaction occurring in the object, according to the following equation:
Q

ln S = ln S0 − Kte− E ,

(1)

where S denotes the durability after time t, S0 is the initial
durability, K is a reactionary constant, Q means the activation energy of reaction and E stand for the energy delivered by the environment to the object (Dwiliński, 2006).
The expression above indicates that the durability of
the object connected with a specific environmental, being
a continuous factor, differs exponentially with time. Thus,
environmental influence on buildings is far more greater
than the energy flow, so taking into consideration even a
seemingly insignificant factor is very important.
The description of hazards is allowed to be made
through choosing a few from among some different ways.
They are usually created during hazard and operability
study (HAZOP meetings), which is one of the universal,
analytical methods in gaining information about the possibility of hazard occurrence. There are reasons and possible effects analyzed, and presented as a special kind of
tree structures. It is suggested in the literature to use for
reasons of hazards Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), which takes
advantage of tree structures to decompose system levels into combinations of lower-level events, and Boolean

gates to model their interactions. However, for effects of
hazards there ought to be used Event Tree Analysis (ETA),
which is employed to determine the path from an initiating event to various consequences, and the expected frequency of each consequence (MEPC, 2000). The examples of FTA and ETA trees for the destruction of building
roof event are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
Input data needed for the creation of tree structures are, among other things, probabilities of appropriate
events and their causes. Thus, gaining such information
as the reliability of building materials is indispensable.
It should be achieved through the analysis of historical
and statistical data, expert opinions and tests of reliability made in laboratories.

4.1.3. Hazard analysis. This sub-step is, after hazard identification, the most important part of first step
of FSA and constitutes an introduction to risk assessment. It is connected with exchanging written information
with mathematical interpretation as a quantitative model
of risk. Hazard analysis considers statistical and probabilistic data describing known facts from the exploitation
of the domain.
The main aim here is good reconnaissance of the environment and, to this end, gathering probabilistic data
for further investigation is necessary. The sources of data
may be archival statistical data or experts’ opinions. After
the identification of hazards we are able to gain information about each one and attribute frequency and effects to
them. During Step 2 these numerical data will turn into a
risk model, which is made up of the data and fuzzy logic
application.
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Bi denotes the total number of buildings in the

area of interest and
Ai denotes the total number of
where

i

i

Fig. 3. Example of the ETA tree for a fire event.

4.2. Risk assessment. This is the most important step
in the whole FSA method. It is connected with designing
the computational model for risk estimation, based on the
description of the energy flow between buildings and the
environment. The identification of the risk resulting form
hazards is made in Step 1. There are important scenarios
indicated in the previous step being considered and the
amount of risk occurring in each scenario is computed.
Through the analysis, factors which may have essential
influence on the risk level are identified, and thus the attention is focused on the most important reasons for the
risk.
The main aims of this step are to generate and specify risk profiles, present them in a form which is important
and useful for other steps and decision makers in Step 5,
and finally to specify changes in the risk as a result of
potential employment of the variants of risk control in
Step 3.

4.2.1.
Generic risk assessment model. Generally
speaking, risk is a measure of danger severity for the analyzed building, which is mainly concerned with two aspects. First, risk is considered as the possibility of the
occurrence of hazardous or abnormal accidents. Second,
risk is also considered as a consequence involved in damages resulting from these hazardous or abnormal accidents. Thus, risk possesses a dual nature and can be characterized by possibility (P ) and severity (S) according to
the equation
R = f (P, S).

i

P = 
i

Ai
Bi

,


i
S= 
i

Ci
Ai

,

(4)



Ai denotes the total number of buildings af
fected by accidents and
Ci denotes the total value of
where

i

i

severity (consequences), which is a negative effect of accident.
Quantitative estimation of severity is really hard, but
it is necessary in FSA progress to evaluate severity in accordance with its quantitative analysis. Generally, severity is here described using fuzzy logic, because this is the
only way for well-established evaluation of severity, affected by a relatively small fault during further computations. The literature recommends logarithmic value estimation of severity to be made as shown in Tab. 1 (Hu
et al., 2007). To involve suitably both the frequency and
severity of accidents in the assessment, the risk matrix
method is used FSA analysis (MEPC, 1997). As an efficient method of risk analysis of individuals, risk matrices
can describe two factors of risk (frequency and severity of

(2)

When it comes to possibility, it is characterized by the
frequency of specific event occurrence. Thus statistic
data, describing frequency, are needed to compute possibility elements and to describe possible occurrences of
hazardous accidents. Concerning building security, possibility can be viewed as the ratio of the number of accidents
to the number of buildings per unit time in the investigated
area. The corresponding equation is then


buildings affected by accidents.
Severity is used to describe the consequences of damages caused by hazardous accidents. The quantification of
severity is a complicated issue in safety assessment. The
study and analysis are carried out from different perspectives. Therefore, there are different involvement ranges
the quantitative analysis of severity. In practice, many
various risks shall be involved in the analysis of severity, such as risks against people, the environment and economic damages. Concerning intelligent buildings, severity for accidents is the ratio of consequences against the
accident number per unit time. The equation characterizing this statement is

(3)

Table 1. Severity value table for hazardous accidents.

Grade
catastrophic

Value (Ai )
100

major

10

minor

1

insignificant

0.1

Description
• total loss
• many fatalities
• major casualties
• single fatality or
multiple severe injuries
• local damage
• marginal injuries
• repair needy failure
• no significant
harm to people
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accidents for n buildings) as

A1
Ai
P=
...
B1
Bi

C1
Ci
S=
...
A1
Ai

...

An
Bn

...

Cn
An

assessment model based on more factors should be built
in order to further expand the practicability of the model.
Such a model solves problems on the basis of fuzzy functions and will be presented below.


,
(5)


,

where P and S denote respectively the matrices of probability and severity.
Furthermore, hazards can be accumulated to risk using Eqn. (2), and the most obvious expression connecting
Eqns. (2) and (5) is a Cauchy product,
n

Ci
.
R = P × ST =
B
i
i=1

4.2.2.
Relative risk assessment model. Generally
speaking, risk configuration for one, specific environmental hazard, based on the relative criterion of the determined severity natures, in association with the computing
method of the risk matrix in the generic model can be established generally as a Hadamard product
R=

• it is hard to gather accurate data for major accidents
with many fatalities,
• many poorly developed or dictatorship-type countries hide or change real data in order to avoid international embarrassment,
• history of statistical data is not too long,
• building and construction industry quickly changes
with time, thus many parts of data may become useless,
• generic model does not take into consideration the
obligated severity connected with expected behavior
of the environment,
• statistical span of the generic model is great, and risk
levels of research subjects in the analysis are quite intensive, so it is not easy to collect a detailed quantity
of data for building exploitation so as to effectively
identify the main risk problems.
Thus, in order to show the frequency and severity of
the main hazardous events in a Poisson process, it is necessary to build a relative risk assessment model to better understand the construction and influential factors of
risks (Hu et al., 2007). Therefore, it is required that a risk

Ri · Wi ,

(7)

i=1

(6)

It is worth noticing that this kind of risk estimation makes
it possible, for risk for buildings in a certain area to be
calculated by accumulating risks from a few component
parts of this area. Consequently, analysis may concern
only one factor of hazard, a few factors or all of the factors
in the area.
Risk according to calculated outcomes can be classified into three different fuzzy categories, namely, negligible risk, risk as low as reasonably possible and intolerable
risk. Such classification is then passed on to further steps.
However, the generic risk model has a few disadvantages that often limit or even eliminate its usefulness:

m


where Ri denotes risk presented as a set of important parameters and Wi denotes weights of these parameters.
Taking relative relations and multiple hazards into
consideration, the configuration of risk for m hazard
sources in the investigated area during the analyzed period of time can be computed using the risk parameters
matrix and weights matrix as follows:

Ri = μF (xF i ) μS (xS i ) μR (xR i )

μSo (xS 0 i ) μRo (xR0 i ) ,
Wi =



ωF i

ωS

ωR

∀j ∈ {F, S, R, So , Ro } :
∀1 ≤ i ≤ m :


j

ω So
m

i=1

ωRo



,
(8)

ωj i = 1,

ωj i = 1,

where Ri denotes the matrix of membership functions
μj (xj i ) of a fuzzy logic set μ calculated as a value dependence degree under five different factors: μF —frequency,
μS —relative severity, μR —the nature of risks, μSo —
obligated severity entailed by accidents, μRo the obligated
risks entailed by accidents. Values of ω represents respective weights of parameters.
These factors μj (xj i ) involved in the relative model
of risks would be determined as five factors based on
different environmental conditions and different building states, which in building exploitation include the frequency and severity of accidents, the nature of risks, obligated severity entailed by accidents and relative obligated
risk entailed by accidents.
With respect to building exploitation, there are three
types of involvement ranges for the severity of hazards:
• from the perspective of life, severity involves life
losses caused by accidents, including deaths and human injuries,
• from the perspective of property, severity involves direct economic damages caused by accidents,
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• from the perspective of pollution, it involves environmental pollution damages caused by accidents of
some industrial buildings.
Furthermore, risk can be presented accumulating
Eqns. (7) and (8) as a set of five specific parameters according to the equation


R = μF μS μR μSo μRo ,
∀j ∈ {F, S, R, So , Ro } :

μj =

m

i=1

μj (xj i )ωj i ,

(9)

where risk is a risk configuration profile, representing risk
status in the investigating area. For each hazard, relative
risk would be analyzed according to a membership function. In addition, ranked critical values of the corresponding membership of the configuration of the corresponding
factors together would be determined separately.
Evaluation of μj (xj i ) is performed as follows. Introduce a mapping in universe U , μ : U → [0, 1],
xj i → μj (xj i ), where μ is a fuzzy logic set in U and
μj (xj i ) is a membership function of μ. The fuzzy relation would be determined as
xj i
, xj i ≥ 0,
(10)
μj (xj i ) =
κ + xj i
where κ denotes the average value of parameter xj i taking
into consideration periods of time (due to the specification
of historical data, it is usually one year) and xj i is the
most characteristic parameter which best describes hazard
connected to it during the scheduled time of calculation as
a function μj .
Notice that if xj i = κ, the characteristic parameter
equals the average of those which have been judged,
μj (xj i ) =

xj i
κ
= 0.5,
=
κ + xj i
κ+κ

(11)

and therefore, the membership of κ equals 0.5. However,
the starting point for grading the values xj i is criteria tables. They should be created suitably according to the
specificity of each hazard. The proposed criteria tables for
frequency and relative severity are presented in Tables 2
and 3 (Hu et al., 2007).
4.3. Risk control variants. The next step of formal
safety assessment is connected with the most important
factors of risk. Attention is focused on those which cause
the highest risk level. First of all, they have to be analyzed
taking into consideration the following coefficients:
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• low confidence.

Next, all means of control are identified so that the control
of risk, calculated in Step 2, could possible. Taking into
consideration either risk which occurred in the past or risk
which could occur in the future, effective and practical
variants of the control of the investigating domain are established. For each option, foreseen reductions in risk as
after-effects of given possibilities are estimated. Finally, a
register of all variants of risk control with effective risk reduction is gained, which is particularly analyzed in Step 4.
4.4. Estimation of costs and benefits. The aim of the
fourth step of the FSA method is the analysis of each control variant. To this end, all steps and advantages for each
variant identified in Step 3 are defined. The results are expressed as discounted net values with reference to the life
cycle of the building.
For this kind of variant estimation, the CBA operating method is applied. Cost-benefit analysis is an informal approach to making decisions of any kind. The process involves, whether explicitly or implicitly, weighing
the total expected costs against the total expected benefits
of one or more actions in order to choose the best or the

Table 2. Frequency (probability) criteria table.

Grade
frequent

Value (μP )
0.001

reasonably
probable
remote

0.0001

extremely
remote

0.00001
0.000001

Table 3. Relative severity criteria table with reference to the life
perspective.

Grade
extraordinary
serious
very serious
serious

Value (μS )
50

Description
teens fatalities

10
5

less serious

1

slight
incident

0.1
0.05

many fatalities
single fatality or
multiple severe injuries
marginal injuries
to crew
small harm to people
no significant harm
to people

• high level of risk,
• high severity,
• high probability,

Description
frequently happened
during an activity
possibly happened
during an activity
occasionally happened,
but not often
almost would not
have happened
during an activity
but should not
exclude the existence
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most profitable option. This method is widely available,
acceptable and applied. It generates helpful information
assisting decision process but could not identify the best
way of reaction by itself.
The analysis starts with gathering all the information
obtained in past steps. Then, from among overall perspective successive operations, the following are conducted:
• evaluating the costs of the variant,
• evaluating the profits of the variant,
• linking the costs and profits to likely reduction in the
risk.
Costs evaluation for each variant should include such expenses as the cost of compliance, operations, training, enforcement, legislation, control, certification, etc. However, the assessment of profits has to be measured in categories such as the reduction of hazard frequency, and accident frequency, the growth of the building life cycle, the
reduction of environmental damage or environment regeneration costs. In order to make sure that the overall assessment was made properly, the inspection of risk control
variants characteristics has to be done and other evaluations have to be performed.
The last thing to do is to specify net variants costs
as a difference between overall costs of a specific variant
and its financial profits. For each variant, there are Cost
per Unit of Risk Reduction (CURR) indicators calculated
according to the equation
CURR =

net cost of variant application (costs)
.
possible risk reduction (profits)

(12)

It makes if possible to compare variants of risk control,
which is a key aspect for working out recommendations
for decision makers.
4.5. Recommendations for decision makers. In the
last step of formal safety assessment, based on information about hazards, risk, actions variants, costs and profits
connected with variants, the proposed, possible methods
and their effects are discussed. On the basis of the abovementioned results and a criterion of risk level as low as
reasonably possible, recommendations for decision makers of building agglomerations are worked out.
From among many other, as the main results of this
step, the following operations occur:
• the most profitable variant of risk control is identified,
• wrongly distributed risk, costs and profits are diagnosed,
• a mechanism for right risk distribution is worked out,

• consequences of applying the most profitable variant
are discussed.
Some troubles could appear during this step and one
should pay attention to them. Different methods of estimating environmental conditions are full of statistics to
various degrees. Expert groups which are to judge the
risk environment ought to consider that. The evaluating of conditions is always burdened with some faults.
There are three sources of such errors, which have to
be taken into consideration during comprehensive probabilistic assessment. They are randomization, carelessness in reconnaissance and mistakes in earlier decisions
(Hauryłkiewicz, 2005).
Worth mentioning is one more fact, namely that information which is collected during prior steps is pretty
helpful in making decisions. The process of risk evaluation does not weaken the role of decision makers, but
delivers to them many useful pieces of information.

5. Computational example
Assume that we possess a simple set of probabilistic data
for two different buildings as shown in Tables 4 and 6.
Building A is subjected to earthquakes and Building B is
subjected to material fatigue. In order not to complicate,
the situation, we do not introduce more hazard sources,
so for both buildings m = 1. Our task is to calculate
risk configurations for each building using a relative risk
model. Our calculations will be made for a specific moment of the year 2008.
As we can see, for Building A there are significant
losses in victims, which is much more important than
physical loss value, which we can neglect. Next, for
Building B victims are pretty rare so physical loss value
is the main characteristic, which determines the severity
of accidents. Therefore, we create for the two buildings
two tables, 5 and 7, on the basis of expert opinions, using
fuzzy assessment tables analogous to Table 1 for describing levels and the method of extrapolation or estimation
for the number of victims or physical loss value.
As we have all the data prepared, we are able to calculate fuzzy functions that risk configuration consists of.
We do so according to Eqn. (10), assuming that xi is a

Table 4. Statistical data obtained from historical information for
Building A.

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Number of
accidents
1
1
1
2
0

Number of
victims
1
2
9
3
0

Physical
loss value
200 ·10 C
100
700
300
0

Automatic risk control based on FSA methodology adaptation. . .
value in 2008 and κ denotes the average value of the parameter xi taking into consideration all five years time.
We are unable to point a more or less important hazard
source, because there is only one for each building. Simplifying, we can assume that the weight matrix for both
buildings is


W = 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .
(13)
Therefore, R1 matrices for Building A and for Building B are calculated as follows:
 0
0
10
5
1
,
RA
1 =
0 + 1 0 + 3 10 + 46 5 + 4 1 + 80.2
 3
450
100
RB
1 =
3 + 7 450 + 200 100 + 62.2
200
10
.
200 + 200 10 + 2.8
(14)
Assuming the weight matrix as in Eqn. (13), the final

Table 5. Fuzzy calculations and estimations based on statistical
data for Building A made by experts.

Year

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Estimated
number
of victims

Estimated
risk level
10
10
100
100
10

5

Other hazards
causing
level
100
100
100
100
1

Table 6. Statistical data obtained from historical information for
Building B.

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Number of
accidents
0
2
1
1
3

Number of
victims
0
0
0
0
1

Physical
loss value
0
·10 C
250
100
200
450

Table 7. Fuzzy calculations and estimations based on statistical
data for Building B made by experts.

Year

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Estimated
physical
loss value

200

·10 C

Estimated
risk level

Other hazards
causing level

1
100
10
100
100

1
1
1
1
10
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comparison of risk configurations for both buildings can
be presented as


RA = 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.556 0.012


RB = 0.300 0.692 0.617 0.500 0.781

,
.

(15)
On the basis of such comparison and understanding
Eqn. (11), we are able to draw conclusions.
There is a pretty strong possibility of the occurrence
of some accidents with huge severity in Building A, since
both values of parameters for the probability μF and the
severity μS are near zero. The level of danger is high, because the value of the μR parameter is between 0 and 0.5
and to it shifted to zero. Expected accidents almost for
sure will be connected with a raise in dangerous impact of
near hazards sources (μR 0 near zero). Nevertheless, the
expected severity is average (μS 0 near 0.5, as for the average argument value κ), and taking into consideration all
the other parameters we can say that the level of security
for Building A is pretty low and should be increased as
soon as possible, especially due to likely human victims.
The situation is much better for Building B. Only the
value of the frequency parameter μF is lower than the average value 0.5. This means that the occurrence of accidents is rather inevitable, but probable severity will be
mild (high value of μS and average value of the parameter μS 0 ). The level of danger is also rather low (relatively
high μR ). If any accident happens, it will entail almost
no bad consequences in associated hazards and will not
increase the risk level. In conclusion, there is no special
need to worry about security in Building B at the moment.

6. Conclusions
The security of the intelligent building is connected with
its exploitation and includes the consideration of all of
accidental or intentional dangerous effects coming from
the environment or a human. The exploitation of building
brings then a lot of hazards to the point of contact between a human and technology or a human and the environment. Each of them, excluding natural disasters, can be
caused by accidental or intentional human actions. Unintentional, accidental human faults are the reason for technological failures in the building. It can be also connected
with building disasters, the reasons for which are mostly
project or executive mistakes. Such faults lead to physical
destruction of the building, including its collapse.
In the face of such hazards appearing during building exploitation, suitable strategies of reaction ought to be
taken into consideration. A functional system of the intelligent building, made of controlling, executive and dedicated to measurement devices with significant electrical
power, is able to take advantage of the FSA method and,
as a consequence, to reduce such dangers.
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In this paper, FSA method adaptation for risk control in intelligent buildings was investigated. The research
on the application of FSA to prevent building violation or
destruction accidents in hazardous areas arrived at some
achievements. Safety assessment of building location, especially in relation to environment danger parts of the
world, is the requirement of many insurance companies
and departments. The key element for reaching adequate
results is gaining suitable data. Often in intelligent building domain data are collected as a linguistic variables.
Then they are processed into numerical data with some errors. But even if data are hard to obtain and vary a lot with
time, the FSA method based on fuzzy sets theory helps to
get an acceptable outcome, has great fault tolerance and
is insensitive to errors made in swapping linguistic into
numerical data, which is the biggest problem in such domains of research.
Practical usage of the FSA method for risk control in
intelligent buildings should prove the efficiency of adaptation and confirm the theoretical deliberation. The method
can be then applied in risk assessment for insurance and
building companies and contractors.
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